
MEMORANDUM EXAMPLES BUSINESS REPORTS

A memo's format is typically informal (but still all-business) and public. Memos typically make announcements, discuss
procedures, report on company activities .

Make headings parallel with each other and as specific as possible. Task Section Now that you have discussed
the specific problem you want to address, it is now the part where you state what are the measurements you
have done to solve the mentioned dilemma and explain your whole intention in assessing it. The subject line
should orient the reader to the subject and purpose of the memo and provide a handy reference for filing and
quick review. Readers may also want to get a sense of your professional ability and judgment. Discussion
Section In the discussion section, you state the supporting details regarding your central idea. This may be the
single most important guideline about the structure and content of memos. Here, you can include the purpose
of the memo, the main problem and context, and the particular task. Hence, short memos do not really need to
have a summary section. However, if you think that memo needs an inspirational quote or a poetic entrance
then reconsider that we are not writing a novel or essay here. Maintain a professional, succinct style. This is
flushed to the left as well and is written below the date or sender. Avoid jargon and pretentious language. In
addition, keep your call-to-action as simple and as easy-to-do as possible. Maintain a positive or neutral tone;
avoid negative language if possible. Sender The sender refers to who did the memo come from. Subject
Subject pertains to the overall topic or idea discussed in the memorandum or the purpose of why the memo is
sent. The reader uses it to guide both a quick first reading and subsequent rapid reviews. Moreover, the
addressee should be flushed left and written near the top of the page. Others may want to obtain specific
information evidence needed to understand and justify policy and action decisions. In this section, briefly but
completely explain more about the dilemma and why there is a need for solving it. Nevertheless, the
application of this part is highly advisable only to long memos. Create a very specific subject line to give the
reader an immediate idea of the memo's or message's subject and purpose. Required Attachments Of course, if
there are needed attachments such as graphs, tables, lists, etc. What do I want the recipient to do after reading
the memo? The style of your writing should be appropriate to your audience: In this case, your audience is
your boss, your coworkers, or both. In other words, supporting details should follow the main point or
conclusion, not precede it. Accordingly, the message of your memo is divided into: Opening section This
segment serves as the introduction of the overall message you want to announce. Use format features, such as
headings, to signal structure and guide readers to the information they're seeking. This subelement is optional
and is commonly written below the subject.


